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RULES TO LIVE (WITH)

No: 12: Prepare for living in the cold
By Madelyn Beck

Sounds simple. It’s not. Everybody knows about layering. (If
you don’t, go back to Florida. You won’t survive here). But there
are a few other tidbits to keep you from freezing or from another
cold-related disaster killing you.
1.) Handwarmers. Buy them.
2.) A shovel. Buy it.
3.) If you drive a car, keep a bag of snow melt in your trunk. If
you want to be even more prepared, mix it with some kitty litter.
No, this isn’t for if you and your cat get stuck in the wilderness.
It’s for if your car is stuck in an ice rut or snow bank, you can just
throw a few handfuls under your tires and wait a minute. The
snow and ice will start melting, and you’ll get traction. Trust me,
after last year’s blizzard, I’ve seen this stuff work.
4.) If you bike, stop trying to be nice to pedestrians. Sure, when
it’s decent biking weather it’s best to slow down and politely say,
“On your left!” before passing. At this point, slowing down could
just mean you’re crashing into that person at a slightly slower
speed. And don’t shout anything unless you need them to move.
It only scares people into jumping the wrong way. We’re in college
and still learning the difference between right and left.
5.) Invest in snow pants. At some point, even if you aren’t a
ski buff, you’ll need to venture out for something a little more
exciting than a trip to the UC. Once the snow really starts to fly,
you may even discover the M’s magical ability to turn into a terrifyingly awesome slide. I did my freshman year, and it was all fun
and games until I couldn’t feel my legs. Turns out, jeans are not
conducive to sliding on your butt into a giant snow bank.
6.) Find where your house has drafts. Fix them. Duct tape,
plastic, whatever. If you don’t want to spend half your tuition on
heating and go to sleep in socks every night, cover those vents and
windows. But, just so you know, the best place to buy cheap-ish
wool socks is Costco.
7.) Learn how to drive. If you didn’t grow up here and have a
vehicle, go practice before hitting the streets. For everyone’s sake.
8.) Waterproof your boots and clothes. The tags may say they’re
waterproof, but that’s how corporations sell things. Go buy some
spray or waxy coating from Bob Ward’s or some other outdoorsman supplies store. Having soggy feet all day is not pleasant and
may end in soreness, numbness, or, my personal favorite, athlete’s
foot. Yeah, that happens.
9.) And finally, plug in your car. When it gets below zero, it’s
time to plug in the block heater keeping everything from freezing.
For those of you who have never looked under the hood of your
vehicle, do so now. Look for a plug-in. If it’s not there, ask someone
who knows more about cars to look. If your car actually doesn’t
have one, either buy one…or good luck.
It’s about to turn into a friggin’ winter wonderland out there,
and nothing and nobody in Montana is making it out unscathed.

BIG
BIG UPS to Texas Sen. Ted
Cruz for calling net neutrality
“Obamacare for the Internet”
and proving apples are, in fact,
oranges.
BACKHANDS to cats for
becoming the Flathead Reservation’s most invasive species.
And for shedding everywhere.
And acting like they’re better
than everyone. Backhands to
cats.

Cartoon by James Alan Rolph
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BIG UPS to the U.S. and
China’s joint pact to reduce
greenhouse emissions by 2025.
“Diet starts Monday!”
BACKHANDS to the Rosetta spacecraft for landing on a
comet. Our roommates can’t hit
the toilet bowl on the first try.

BIG UPS to “Walk Like
A Penguin,” the University’s newest ice-safety video/
lamest dance move ever. The
technique ensures all the embarrassment of actually falling
without the sweet release of
death.
BACKHANDS to Canada.
This week, for the new polar
vortex.

madelyn.beck@umotnana.edu
@MadelynBeck8
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MONTANA

Tester to chair Democratic campaign committee
Associated Press
Sen. Jon Tester was named
chairman of the Senate Democrats’ campaign committee
Thursday, a position that places
him in a main leadership role
within the national Democratic
Party.
Tester, 58, accepted the role
after being asked by Democratic
leader Sen. Harry Reid of Nevada to help the party regain the
Senate majority in 2016.
“I’m accepting this position
to recruit and support candidates who understand the issues
facing regular, working Americans,” he said in a statement.
“Our country needs leaders

who are willing to roll up their
sleeves and responsibly govern
to move our nation forward. We
need senators who support policies that strengthen the middle
class, continue to grow our economy, and create prosperity for
all Americans. As chairman, I
recognize that every Senate race
in this country is different and
I understand the need for candidates to have the flexibility to
run their own races.”
Tester, a farmer from Big Sandy, won two close U.S. Senate
races in 2006 and 2012. He also
helped lead Democrats to the
majority in the Montana State
Senate in 2005.
He faces challenges in the po-

sition after the GOP cruised to
victory in last week’s midterm
elections. Republicans took majority control in the Senate for the

‘We’re moving
into a cycle with
a plethora of
opportunity to
take back seats.’

David Parker,

MSU political scientist
first time since 2006 and tightened their grip in the House.
While Tester faces obstacles,

he also has an opportunity to
do well, said political scientist
David Parker of Montana State
University.
“They just got shellacked, but
we’re moving into a cycle with a
plethora of opportunity to take
back seats,” Parker said of Democrats, adding that they generally do better in presidential election years.
Tester is a good fit for the job
because he has shown he can
raise money and bring people
together from all walks of life,
Parker said.
“It doesn’t surprise me at all
that he would seek this out and
be asked to do it,” he said. “It totally fits with the man.”

Another challenge for Tester
will come in balancing added
travel around the country for
candidate recruiting and fundraising while keeping in touch
with his constituents, Parker
said.
Montana’s other Senate seat
was won handily by Republican
U.S. Rep. Steve Daines on Nov. 4.
The seat had been long held by
Democrats, including Sen. John
Walsh and former Sen. Max Baucus.
Tester is taking the reins as
head of the Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee from
Colorado Sen. Michael Bennet
who led the committee in the
2013-14 cycle.
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Story and Photos by Evan Frost
Aaron Howard (left) and Wyatt Trull carry their equipment to a job site at a private residence in the Potomac Valley. Howard has more than 15 years of forestry experience since
studying at the Missoula College of Technology. He’s spent six of those years working at Bad Goat. Founder Mark Vander Meer said his employees are “the ones with the real talent.”

A

s the forest restoration crew
of Watershed Consulting
cut through the stillness
of the Potomac Valley
woods with their chain saws,
the morning light bounced off
thousands of snowflakes displaced from a freshly fallen
tree. Wyatt Trull squinted to
keep the snow out of his eyes as
he gathered the wood to stack
into burn piles.
“The whole point is fuel mitigation — burn now so it
doesn’t in the summer,” Trull
explained.

‘I’m out here
to learn a real,
professional
skill. I want to
be really good
at something.’

T

rull, a junior at the University of Montana, is used to
having smoke in his eyes,
so snow provides a welcome change. After completing
a wilderness and civilizations
minor and spending a summer
working as a wildland firefighter in Western Montana,
he decided to study forestry.
He wanted to keep working in
the woods. Last spring, Trull
interned at Bad Goat Forest
Products wood shop near the
Scott Street bridge in Missoula and continues to work with
its sister company Watershed
Consulting.

Wyatt Trull
Student

Wyatt Trull gathers chunks of trees cut by other crew members to put into burn piles — one of the
most common techniques of forest fire prevention. Trull decided to pursue forestry after completing
a wilderness and civilizations minor. “I’m out here to learn a real, professional skill. I want to be really
good at something,” he said.
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S

ince Mark Vander Meer founded Watershed Consulting in 1994 and Bad Goat Forest Products in 2010, he has
made it a priority to practice the most efficient forestry
possible. Watershed Consulting, also based in Missoula,
specializes in forest restoration on both public and private
land in Western Montana. Bad Goat creates custom wood
pieces for construction and furniture leftover from these
projects. The relationship between the two companies benefits both businesses and the environment by turning the
by-products of forest restoration into everything from 2x4s to
dining room tables.

‘We don’t sell things
you can find at
Lowes or Home
Depot.’
Mark Vander Meer
Founder, Watershead Consulting

Left: The Bad Goat wood shop displays slabs of different trees felled from Western Montana. The slabs are
often bought for use as custom furniture such as bar tops, benches and dining room tables.
Above: Mark Vander Meer compares two different types of wood that are processed in the Bad Goat
Forest Products wood shop. Bad Goat bought this wood from Vander Meer’s other company, Watershed
Consulting. “We don’t sell things you can find at Lowes or Home Depot. No, it has to be special,” Vander
Meer said.

V
‘What we’re
doing here is a
grant through
the Blackfoot
Challenge.’
Josiah Denham
Lead Forester

Lead Forester Josiah Denham watches as snow falls off of a young Ponderosa pine he cut down. “What we’re doing here is a grant
through the Blackfoot Challenge. They pay 50 percent, and the owner of the land pays 50 percent,” Denham said. The Blackfoot
Challenge is an organization of landowners around the Blackfoot River who promote conservation and resource sharing in the area.

ander Meer’s companies also provides an opportunity for UM’s
College of Conservation and
Forestry students, like Trull, to
get experience. Two interns are hired
each semester and many others work
on the restoration crews. Students on
restoration crews take on jobs from
wildlife habitat restoration to controlled burn forest fire prevention.
The companies provide students with
experience in the field, teaching how
to make forestry more sustainable.
“One of our mandates in both companies is to push forestry into the future, and of course the future is young
foresters,” Vander Meer said.

T

he majority of the wood that Bad
Goat buys from Watershed is Bull
Pine — a variety of Ponderosa that
is common in the western United States. Even though Vander Meer
owns both companies, a legal transaction is required to sell wood from one
to the other.
“It’s unstable and just one of the
worst woods,” Vander Meer said.
The challenge lies in taking wood
that is generally considered useless
and selling it for profit. Bad Goat goes
beyond selling slabs of wood to be
made into bar tops or benches, and
experiments with new ways to merge
pieces of wood so it can be used for
construction. This construction puts
the wood together without using
screws or nails, but by arranging the
joints so they support the weight of
the entire structure evenly.
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T

rull plans to continue studying forestry at the University of Helsinki
in Finland next semester through
UM’s study abroad program. He
wants to conduct research in forest
ecology, but field work is what lead him
to realize his goal.
“I love the labor,” Trull said.

ONLINE

To view the story online, visit

ONLY: medium.com/@MontanaKaimin
Pete Meuhmer (back) and his girlfriend, Heather Graham, adjust the height of the conjoined
chain saw, which is made up of two saws that rotate a single chain. The extended length
of the saw makes cutting slabs from large logs possible. Meuhmer and Graham moved to
Montana from the Detroit area after working various forestry related jobs around the country.

Meuhmer and Graham cut slabs from a tree at the lumber mill near the Scott Street Bridge.
Bad Goat processes the leftover, unwanted wood that Watershed doesn’t sell to outside
companies. “It does a really good job of being efficient, maximizing what you can utilize and
minimizing waste,” Meuhmer said about the relationship between Watershed and Bad Goat.

Pete Meuhmer operates one side of a conjoined chain saw while Graham operates the other.
“The way the blade spins around, one side has a tendency to pull you in. I should probably
take that side,” Meuhmer said to Graham, who was operating the saw for the first time.
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FOOTBALL

Griz travel to Utah with season on the line

Sam Waldorf
Montana Kaimin

yards. The Thunderbirds run a
zone-read, giving the quarterback
the option to hand the ball off,
pass, or run it himself.
The Thunderbirds also like to
mix in multiple types of screen
passes, which Takai said the Griz
“haven’t seen much all year.”
Quarterback Ammon Olsen,
a junior transfer from BYU, leads
the SUU offense. Ammon is third
in the BSC in passing yards per
game.
“He seems to get better by the
week,” Delaney said. “He’s starting to get a better feel all the time
of what they are trying to do (offensively).”
The biggest game of the year
is two weeks from now. The Griz
host Montana State for the annual Brawl of the Wild. At least the
Griz will get some warmer weather this weekend. It is supposed to
be 50 degrees in Cedar City, Utah.
“Can’t wait,” Takai said.
samuel.waldorf@umontana.edu
@wherezwaldorf

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 22

the running game - each loss has
come when Montana has failed to
rush for more than 100 yards as a
team. Last week, the Griz rushed
for just 80 yards.
“I’m stubborn,” Delaney said.
“We are going to run the damn
ball.”
The Griz ran the ball effectively on their first three drives. But
EWU’s explosive offense soon put
Montana at a deficit, forcing quarterback Jordan Johnson to take to
the air. Johnson finished the game
with a career-high 447 yards passing and three touchdowns.
On defense, the Griz will have
to shut down another triple-option attack, but this one is different than the Cal Poly offense
that torched the Griz for 528 total

Look for our reporters at the tailgates

cult is Cowser’s ability to switch
between defensive end and linebacker, which makes it more difficult for offensive lineman to locate
him.
As for Montana’s offense, little has changed. The Grizzlies’
successes and failures have been
defined by their performance in

GAMEDAY
ISSUE

Evan Frost/Montana Kaimin
Griz running back Travon Van stiff-arms Eagles defensive back Tevin McDonald. Van rushed for 31 yards and received for 87 and one touchdown.

PICK UP OUR (free)

After the Montana Grizzlies’
loss at Eastern Washington last
weekend, the rest of the season is
simple - win, or the Griz football
team’s playoff aspirations are over.
Montana travels to Cedar City,
Utah, on Saturday to face the
Southern Utah Thunderbirds for
its last road game of the regular
season. Montana (6-4, 4-2 BSC) is
in sixth place in the Big Sky Conference, despite its No. 16 rank in
the country.
The problem is Montana’s 1-4
on the road this season.
“We need to go down there
and beat a really good football
team, and we need to do it on the
road,” said Tonga Takai, a senior
defensive tackle.
Southern Utah’s 2-8 record
doesn’t tell the whole story of
the Thunderbirds’ season. SUU
almost defeated Nevada, an FBS
program, and held their own
against Eastern Washington and
Cal Poly, two top contenders in
the BSC.
“They’ve played well against
everyone they have played,” said
head coach Mick Delaney. “They
are solid, they don’t make a lot of
mistakes.”
On offense, the Griz are going
to have to watch out for Thunderbird defensive end James Cowser,
who has 9.5 sacks on the season.
“You have to know where he
is at every single play,” Delaney
said.
Making matters more diffi-
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Surveys trigger trauma Guest juror awards
Hannah Laura Rudolph
Montana Kaimin
Some students say language in
campuswide surveys contain trigger questions, and perpetuate victim blaming and rape myths.
Instructors attributed the inconsistent language to the fact that
the surveys are implemented by
different organizations, giving the
University of Montana little oversight.
Trigger questions, by using certain language, can cause someone
who has had a given experience
feel distressed. In the case of sexual
assault, the mention of behaviors,
body parts or sexual situations
can make someone who has experienced sexual violence feel distressed.
Trigger warnings let people
know to expect potentially upsetting content.
University of Montana student
Alex Hall has taken Personal Empowerment Through Self Awareness (PETSA), AlcoholEDU and
the Safe Campus Survey. She said
all three surveys had graphic and
victim-blaming descriptions of
sexual violence.
The AlcoholEDU survey didn’t
allow students to opt out of the
sexual violence section, and the
survey didn’t offer any resource
phone numbers to call if students
felt distressed, she said.
Both PETSA and the Safe Campus Survey offered resources for
students who felt distressed while
taking the surveys.
Hall said PETSA and AlcoholEDU stressed the connection between drinking and sexual assault.
“It was upsetting and had a
very strong aspect of victim-blamThe Kaimin assumes no responsibility
for advertisements which are placed in
the Kiosk. We urge all readers to use
their best judgement and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying
out any money.

HELP WANTED
Travel Company seeking outgoing
models to portray collegian and
entrepreneurial interns. For info
call 945-2027
SELF STORAGE
Call Today! 406-541-4645
ALL STAR SELF STORAGE
SECURE Facility & NO Deposit!
SERVICES
PC and Apple Repair Free
Diagnosis Blocks from Campus
www.firstsolution.com
(406) 540-1969
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ing,” she said.
Hall said the AlcoholEDU survey was done in a way that doesn’t
advocate safe drinking. She said
it targeted freshman and sent a
message that drinking isn’t worthwhile.
“But this survey isn’t going to
stop students who want to drink,”
she said. “If anything, we need
something that provides students
with safe places and resources.”
Hall said her girlfriend, who is
intersex, was troubled that the AlcoholEDU survey recognized multiple genders, but only two sexes.
“It’s been proven that sex is just
as much a spectrum as gender is,”
Hall said. “It felt like a lazy attempt
to be inclusive.”
Campus Assault Prevention
Coordinator Kim Brown Campbell said she plans on meeting with
the commissioners about the issue.
“The students’ concerns about
this are very valid, because that is
not okay,” she said.
Brown Campbell said there are
inconsistencies in the surveys because AlcoholEDU needed to be
implemented by fall 2014.
PETSA and AlcoholEDU are
both mandatory surveys and are
implemented through the Montana University System. Other
Montana schools are required to
offer AlcoholEDU and a survey
called Haven, which is similar to
PETSA. The Safe Campus Survey is voluntary and is part of the
University’s Department of Justice
agreement. The Safe Campus Survey is voluntary because it asks
sensitive questions, Brown Campbell said.
Brown Campbell said students
can contact her with any feedback
on AlcoholEDU and she will pro-

vide that to EverFi, the company
that sells AlcoholEDU.
PETSA instructor Beth Hubble
said the Board of Regents (through
the Office of the Commissioner of
Higher Education) mandated UM
to implement AlcoholEDU. This
means UM has less control over
AlcoholEDU than PETSA and the
Safe Campus Survey. Both PETSA
and the Safe Campus Survey have
trigger warnings.
PETSA is a mandatory survey,
which all current and incoming
UM students are required to take.
If a student has experienced violence, they can contact SARC about
opting out of the survey.
“We felt very strongly that the
exemption option needed to be in
PETSA. We worked to make that
available for people who have experienced violence, and for who it
could be a re-victimization to take
it,” Hubble said.
The Safe Campus Survey asks
trigger questions because they reveal the type of information the
University needs to find out, Hubble said. That’s the reason there is
a trigger warning, and that is why
the survey is voluntary.
UM student Amy Martin said
the Safe Campus Survey had the
most triggering questions she has
ever seen in a survey.
The survey asked students to
rate statements on a scale of agreement. One of these triggering statements was, “If a girl doesn’t say ‘no’
then she can’t claim rape,” Martin
said.
“Adding those in a survey really
downgrades the survey and makes
it seem as if rape and sexual assault
isn’t taken seriously enough,” Martin said.
hannah-laura.rudolph@umontana.edu
@hl_rudolph
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KAIMIN CLASSIFIEDS

MISCELLANEOUS
SOROPTIMIST MISSOULA
RAMONA ROEDL
SCHOLARSHIP $1000 –
Applicants must be women
undergraduate juniors or
seniors or graduate foreign
exchange students. Must have
completed at least one semester
at UM & be in good standing.
Must hold an F-1 Visa & have
definite plans to return to home
country & enter employment
within a year of completion of

studies. Deadline December 10th,
2014. Guidelines and application
at https://www.facebook.com/
lInternationalStudentScholarship
SOROPTIMIST MISSOULA
FELLOWSHIP AWARD
$1000--Applicants must be
women graduate students who
are advancing career through
education; current resident of
Msla Cy. Completed application
form, transcripts and 3 letters of
reference required Deadline
January 10, 2015. Request

university artist
Sydney Gillette
Montana Kaimin
Secluded on the first floor of
the Social Sciences Building is
the School of Arts student gallery.
Walk in and one can find a diverse
collection of visual art. Hanging
from one white wall are Kraft singles printed with pictures of artisanal cheeses. Turn around to see
an intricate “nest” made of cheesecloth. In the other room a plastic
bottle is suspended upside down,
red string drizzling into a tangle
below.
These pieces are among the 60
showcased in the 20th Annual Juried Student Art Exhibit.
“The student isn’t picking the
work they want to show, or, as
gallery directory, I’m not picking
that artist that I want to show. The
outside juror actually selects the
work,” said Cathryn Mallory, director of the Gallery of Visual Arts.
The juror who chooses the pieces
to be featured is from out of state
and not connected with the University.
The UM Artist’s Collective
chose Vanessa German, a visual
and performance artist from Pittsburgh, as this year’s juror.
“She really has an interesting body of work,” president of
UMAC Alissa Wynne said. “She
is well-traveled and we thought
it would be nice to have someone
with diversity to come in and see
what we are doing here in Montana.”
German hand-picked half of
the entries for display and top
awards. She chose art that expressed a clear vision. She also

RATES
Student/Faculty/Staff
$1.80 per 5-word line/day
Off Campus
$2.00 per 5-word line/day

guidelines and application from
missoulafellowship2015@gmail.
com.
PSA
Thermo Fisher Scientific is
offering our future science
scholars another opportunity
to win up to $10,000 in
scholarship funding for the
2015-2016 academic school year.
This scholarship was created
to help provide educational
opportunities for the future

chose works that displayed the
artist’s creativity.
“Student work, a lot of it’s task
driven and how do you allow
yourself to have a fully creative
vision with it when somebody is
telling you what you have to do? I
could see when an artist was really fleshing out with weight something that was so much more than
a task. They were using their material to get more ideas … I could
see the task hadn’t inhibited their
vision,” German said.
Sarah Magar, a senior with a focus in ceramics, won first place for
“The Wave/Counting Rainbows,”
two detailed ceramic cups decorated with nautical imagery and colorful meteorology. Magar said she
tries to give her cups a happy and
playful energy. “I make my work
reminiscent of my childhood. I try
to give some curiosity and imagination.” Magar said it took about
two weeks to create the cups, from
throwing them, bisquing them in
the kiln, to decorating and firing
them again with glaze. “It’s just really an honor that the juror was interested in my piece,” Magar said.
The exhibit is diverse in material, medium, and concept. “Viewers
might find some things that are,
perhaps, more traditional or representation as well as works that are
very abstract, that are conceptual
and challenging. Regardless of
your level and interest in art, there
is going to be something here that
you will respond to,” Mallory said.
The Gallery of Visual Arts is
open from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday through Friday.
sydney.gillette@umontana.edu
@sydneygillette

The Kiosk runs 4 days per week.
Prepayment is required. Ads may be
placed at DAH 207 or via FAX: 2435475, email: ads@montanakaimin.com
or call 243-6541.
Lost and found ads may be placed in
the Kiosk free of charge. They can be 3
lines long and run for 3 days.

generation of scientists. For
more information or to apply,
please go to thermoscientific.
com/PierceScholarship. All
applications must be received
by 1:00 pm PT on December 29,
2014.
What Color Do YOU Bleed?
Show your Grizzly pride. The
9th annual “Brawl of the Wild
American Red Cross Blood Drive
Challenge” is Wednesday, Nov.
12th and Thursday, Nov.13th
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